Journal of East Asia & International Law
Citation Style Guide

1. General

The Journal of East Asia & International Law confirms to A Uniform System of Citation: The Bluebook (19th edition, 2010) as its Citation System. The author is required to provide sources most precisely and honestly according to the Bluebook system. The following are the basic methods to bluebook your sources.

All sources should be, if available, accompanied by the internet website containing them; Please carefully check the internet source you cited if they are actually working.

Date should be in order: Month Day, Year. E.g., Apr. 4, 2013. In the main text, the month should be fully referred to such like April instead of Apr.)

In the case when something is not provided in this Style Guidelines, please refer to the Bluebook (19th edition, 2010).

2. Author Details

The first footnote, indicated by asterisk * placed on the name of the author, will contain the author’s details and acknowledgments. This footnotes includes the current affiliation of the author, nationality, academic degrees with institutions, code number of financial grant if received from an organization, email address, and postal address.

E.g., Professor of International Law at Dongguk University, Korea. A.B.(U.Washington), M.P.A.(Seoul Nat’l Univ.), L.L.M.(Leiden), Dr.iur.(Erasmus). This article is a fully revised and updated version of the paper presented at the International Law Conference celebrating the National Liberation Day held in KimKu Memorial Building in Seoul, Korea during April 3-7, 2012. This research was supported by the National Research Foundation of Korea(KOR3392). Much gratitude is extended to Professor Peter Malanczuk for her insightful advice and warm encouragement. The author may be contacted at: grotian@hotmail.com / Address: YIJUN Institute of International La, 562 Gwangnaruro, Kwangjin-gu #201 Seoul 143-821 Korea

3. Books

Initial References to books should be as follows:

P. Malanczuk, AKEHURST’S MODERN INTRODUCTION TO INTERNATIONAL LAW 15(page number) (7th ed. 1997).
(The font is Small Cap)
4. Article

A. Article in Journal


B. Article in Book


C. Article in Collection


5. Newspaper


6. United Nations Sources

A. Security Council Resolution


B. General Assembly


* All GA resolutions should be accompanied by the internet source. See http://www.un.org

C. International Court of Justice case

D. Official Records


7. Internet Source


8. Treaty


UNCLOS art. 15.


VCLT art. 56(1).

9. Yearbook

1985 U.N.Y.B. 1391, U.N. Sales No. E.84.I.1


10 Encyclopedia


11. Non-English source

If the source is NOT provided in English, it should be noted <available only in Korean> with the English translated title.

12. Miscellaneous
A. *Supra* note

*Supra* note 5, at 79. (When the source provided at footnote 5 is recited; 79 is page number)

Zhao, *supra* note 20, at 80. (If there are more than two sources at footnote 20, family name of the author of the source which will be recited should be notified).

B. *Id.*

*Id.* (When the author is willing to cite the same source that just above mentioned.)

*Id.* at 5. (When the author is willing to cite the same source that just above mentioned, but with different page).

C. Date

Date should be in order: Month Day, Year. E.g., Apr. 4, 2013. In the main text, the month should be fully referred to such like April instead of Apr.

D. Name

The western name should be as follows: P. Malanczuk (Do not use middle name; First name should be abbreviated such like P.) The Asian name shall be fully referred to from the first name to the family name.